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FE2b 48” 1/12�� �����
Thank you for buying the AerodromeRC FE2b 48” laser cut
short kit for electric ﬂight.
THE MODEL
A semi scale adaptation of the FE2b, this model is designed
to be easy to build and exciting to ﬂy.
The rudder is split with a brass or aluminum tube for the
pivot.
FUSELAGE
Now we move forward with the fuselage. Remember – the
front fuselage will help us with the alignment of the lower
wing, upper wing and the tail la�ice.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
O��� 455 L���� C�� P����
1/12th
Two 9X6 PUSHER propellers (Made into a
4 blade prop)
Channels:
R/E/A/T
Weight:
~36 oz
Wheels:
Balsa & plywood, Neoprene foam tires
Airfoil Type:
Flat bo�omed
Wing Area:
498 sq in
Wing Span:
48”
Cowl:
N/A
Power System: AXI 2217/20 Outrunner or equivalent
Designer:
M.K. Bengtson
Prototype:
Jon Rider
Scale:
Prop:

Find the two fuselage sides, F1 and F6 and sand the
edges slightly to remove the cu�ing notches. A�ach your
assembled F7a-F7e pieces to the BOTTOM of the fuselage
sides. Note the spaces between F7B and F7C as well as F7d
and F7e. These spaces will be for the lower wing spars.
Ensure spacing is correct and glue together. A�ach front
former F1 and plywood former F6 to make the fuselage
basic structure (see illustrations)

BUILDING THE MODEL
The following is taken from Jon's build thread on
AerodromeRC's discussion forum.
TAIL SURFACES
The tail surfaces are a good place to start – to get
acquainted with building with laser cut parts. Find all
the “E and H” parts on the 1/8” laser sheets, cut the small
bridges where the laser didn’t cut and ﬁnish cu�ing the
part. The part should pick out of the sheet with no eﬀort.
All the “E & H” parts make up the Horizontal stabilizer
and Elevator parts. Some 1/8 X 1/16” stock will be needed
to make the ribs. Cover the plans with the shipping bag or
Wax Paper and pin down the parts. Glue together. Allow to
set completely before removing from the plans.
You can sand and round all surfaces (except for back
edge of stabilizer [H5]) or leave the sanding until you get
everything built.
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L����� S�����
Next Step will be ensuring the location of the servos will
work with the exit locations for the elevator “torque tube”
and the rudder cables. (See exit locations)

MOTOR MOUNT

A�ach your favorite micro servos to ¼ in square hard
balsa, with the rudder servo upside down and centered, the
elevator servo will remain upright pointing forward. A�ach
a long servo arm to the rudder servo and add your servo
a�aching pin.
Align the servos so the rudder ARM is aligned with the
path of the rudder cable (here shown in red) The elevator
mounting has greater ﬂexibility, so it’s not as crucial for its
exact placement.

There are many diﬀerent motors from outrunners to geared
brushless, so use the materials you need to ensure your
type of motor is securely mounted on F6. Use the plans
as a guide for the thrust line (you want to make sure the
propeller sha� is right along the line) and the propeller
placement is the correct distance away from F6. When your
mount is completed, a�ach to F6. In my case, the Rimﬁre
Outrunner needed about 0.25 inches of additional length
to align the propeller spacing according to the plans. It also
had to be mounted above the top of F6 to align the prop
sha� to the thrust line.
Most of the mount will be hidden with the dummy
Beardmore motor.
Glue the formers F2 through F5 to the top half of the
fuselage. We will then make a paper template to ensure we
have the proper ﬁt for the 1/64 plywood sheeting for the
cockpits.

W��� M�����
Once the alignment of the servos is determined, Place
the servos and mounts aside for the next step. Build the
Basswood cabane wing mounts from two pieces of 1/8 X 3/8
Bass wood and two pieces of 1/8 X 1/8 Bass and a piece of
1/8 Brass tubing. Epoxy Assembly together as show on the
plane. When cured, cut to size and mount with epoxy on
the fuselage in the two notches on the top half. This is also
a good time to make your motor mount and a�ach it to F6.

Brown construction paper templates for the 1/64 ply
covering on the top of the fuselage. Tech tip: Use light
construction paper any time you have to cut out sheeting,
covering or (in this case) cockpit sheeting. You can easily
cut it and shape it as needed, and you can make as many
mistakes as it takes to “get it right” Measure a few times,
cut on the ﬁnal wood – once.
These brown paper templates will be used to cut the ﬁnals
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A�er cu�ing the templates, transfer the shapes to the 1/64
plywood, and a�ach to the fuselage top. When completed,
temporarily a�ach the top of the fuselage to the bo�om to
ensure it ﬁts correctly (especially near the motor mount)
and to create the pa�ern for the “Pink” foam front and
rear blocks. “Pink” or ‘Blue” foam is a tight cell hard foam
usually used for household insulation. You can get it at
any home improvement store, and one sheet will last you
through MANY builds. Carve and shape the nose block to
shape, using the plans as a guide. Shape the rear block in
the same manner, leaving room for your motor installation.
I added two balsa pieces on the rear block to add a li�le
rigidity and to add some scale lines to the fuselage side.
Tech Note: Shape the foam with a rasping ﬁle or 80
grit sandpaper, and ﬁnal ﬁnish the foam with 300 grit
sandpaper. I use a balsa ﬁller on top of the foam to make a
smooth ﬁnished surface for painting.
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DUMMY MOTOR
Now that the main front fuselage is complete, and is ready
for ﬁnal sanding/ﬁnishing, we will work on the “dummy”
Beardmore motor. The motor will be built now, but not
permanently a�ached until the rest of the front fuselage
is painted and ﬁnished. The dummy motor will have to
be trimmed to make room for the real electric motor, and
because there are so many variations, you should adjust as
needed based on your motor installation.
We will begin with gathering all of the pieces for the
dummy motor. The kit is VERY complete, and Kay did
a wonderful job ge�ing it all together to make a very
clean and accurate Beardmore engine. We will begin by
placing the larger cylinder disks on the 1/8 square stock,
and wrapping them with paper. See the plans for the size
of the paper stock and the placement of the balsa disks.
When complete, slide the two smaller cylinder disks on
the 1/8 stock and wrap with paper. Make six cylinders.
When complete, paint the cylinders copper (or grey/black
depending on weathering or ﬁnal ﬁnish)
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When complete and dry, ﬁt cylinders on the smaller motor
block, then on the larger motor block. Now is a great time
to test ﬁt the motor on to the fuselage deck, and trim away
any motor block to ensure a good ﬁt. Assemble the intake
manifold using supplied wood parts and scraps of balsa,
hardwood and 1/8 copper tubing. Assemble the exhaust
manifold with the supplied parts.
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P����
Moving forward with the Beardmore. With the separate
items assembled, paint with your choice of paints, the
block Aluminum, cylinders Copper, Intake Brass and black,
exhaust dark brown, and rocker arms metal grey. Assemble
according to the plans.

T��� F�� M����
Test ﬁt the motor to the fuselage deck, making sure it
clears your electric motor. Add as much “Bling” as you
see ﬁt – many great resources are available for details on
the Beardmore engine. Set aside the ﬁnished Beardmore
engine in a safe place until we begin ﬁnal assembly.

LOWER WINGS
The next step is the lower wings. The “FE2B” is a Bi-Plane
with three wing sections per wing. The center section is ﬂat
with dihedral in each outer panel. The wing will be built
in three sections. Creating the dihedral will require you to
angle rib L3 using the “RAG” gauge to ensure the proper
angle is achieved. We will build the center section ﬁrst, to
begin, cut the two lower spars from 1/8 X ¼ spruce stock.
Measure using the plans and cut to length on the outside
of rib R3. Cover the plans with wax paper or plastic. Pin
lower spars in place over the plan. Once the spars are in
place, ﬁnd four thin laser cut plywood spar doublers with
the dihedral angles and place behind the lower spars.
Using the fuselage as a guide for the innermost ribs, place
the completed fuselage over the two spars and a�ach rib L0
onto the spars, ensuring a tight ﬁt against the fuselage. DO
NOT GLUE TO THE FUSELAGE. Remove the fuselage
Copyright© 2013 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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before gluing the ribs to the spars. A�aching the ribs using
the fuselage as a guide allows for construction engineering
diﬀerences to be accounted for ( a nice way to say things
are not always perfect, this will allow for some ﬂexibility)
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ribs between the front spar and the leading edge. [Tech
tip: Installing the sub ribs (SR1) a�er installing the ¼ inch
leading edge will allow a nice tight ﬁt, easier alignment and
stronger joints]. Glue on the upper light ply training edge
piece. When dry, remove entire wing center section from
plans and set aside. We will sheet the upper section a�er
we install the servo wires.

RE: FE2B BUILD THREAD
The lower wing outer panels are next – this set of
instructions will apply for all four outer wing sections,
you can build two at a time (if you have a big enough
workspace – feel free to build all four outer sections) The
only diﬀerence is the lower wing sections have the aileron
servo mounts and an additional servo horn support piece
on the aileron. (Historical fact: The outer wing panels were
designed to be interchangeable and were manufactured in
bulk for the FE2B and other airplanes. Many time paint and
insignia would not match due to replacement wings, parts
and substitutes) Now – Back to the build: Find and align
F1, F2 and F3 to the plans, and glue F1 and F2 together. Pin
F3 and ﬁnd and pin the light ply trailing edge strips to the
plans. Glue F3 to the trailing edge ply piece. (LO1)
With your spar material (1/8 X ¼ Spruce stock) Finish one
end as depicted on the plans to ﬁt in the notch and over F1.
Taper the a� spar as depicted on the plans and position and
pin both spars in position. Install ribs R3, R4(s) L4, R5(s)
R6(s) and L5 over the spars, using the spacing on the plans.
MAKE SURE YOU LEAVE THE SPACE FREE OF GLUE
BEHIND THE SPARS ON RIBS R3 and R4!! This is for the
plywood doubled already installed on the center section.
Glue all ribs vertical to the spars. Glue in the Aileron FT
1/8 in Balsa to the rear spar. Pin (but do not glue) the TE
Aileron leading edge in place.
Pin down the precut light plywood training edge and
locate Ribs 3L and 3La. This rib set will be installed at an
angle to support the outer wing dihedral. Use the RAG
guide to set the dihedral (top of rib closer to fuselage)
and glue in place. Glue in the 1/8 copper tubing between
3L and 3La. Locate and install ribs R4, L2 and L1. Glue in
thick Balsa piece L6 and the ¼ inch leading edge stock.
When secure, then carefully align and glue the smaller SR1
Copyright© 2013 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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When dry, glue on the upper light ply trailing edge stock
and ¼ inch leading edge balsa. (Builders note – I have
found over the years that heavier ¼ Balsa found in the cra�
stores works be�er that so� grade ”A” balsa. It’s a li�le
heavier, but much stronger and resilient to dings and nicks.
It also makes a more solid surface for this “less than perfect
landings”) On the lower wings, a�ach the servo pre-cut
light plywood mount with ¼ balsa. Because of the diﬀerent
types of servos, use your own favorite mounting technique
for mounting. (Builders note: I normally wait until ﬁnal
sanding to mount the servos. This prevents any dust and
sanding debris to get on the servos.) A�ach Piece M and N
to the Aileron to support the control horns for the servos
and “pull pull” connection to the top wing.
UPPER WINGS
The upper wings are built the same way, with no Aileron
servo support, and only piece “N” in the Aileron for the
horn support.

A������ R���
Install Aileron ribs R6a and glue to the leading edge on
the Aileron, and to the light plywood trailing edge. Image
shows ribs All ribs installed on the spars and trailing edge.
Ensure you make a le� outer wing and a right outer wing.
TAIL LATTICE STRUCTURE
The last “Major” construction is the tail la�ice structure.
This is made from four Bass or Spruce dowels and the
precut light ply struts.
As I built the La�ice frame – I used some of the reference
photos from my supporting manuals and the website of
the Australian build to simulate the Spruce tailbooms.
Copyright© 2013 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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Here are some shots on how I simulated the cording that
wrapped the booms to make them stronger and prevent
spli�ing. The technique is called “Banding” and it is used
on old sailing ship masts to make them very strong. I took
some model ship rigging thread, used some instant glue to
a�ach the thread – made 6 winds and then glued the end
on the stick. As you can see, the thread is a li�le larger than
what the original had – but I like the slightly larger scale, it
adds texture and a li�le “Bling” to the tailbooms.
DO NOT FORGET TO MAKE A RIGHT AND LEFT
SIDE!!!!

Finishing up the tailbooms – Align the ﬁnished booms with
the a� strut plan, cut the 3/32 Music wire strut and the
small 1/8 in copper pieces, when the strut and tail assembly
are perfectly aligned, epoxy the strut to the tail assembly.
When dry, complete the other half. When that is complete,
take a small strip of soda can metal or Litho plate and wrap
the strut to bind the tail boom to the strut. I used some
additional cord to support the metal, add a li�le scale and
to strengthen the joint.
A���� S���� �� T��� A�������
We are aligning the strut to the tail assembly now to help
us in ﬁnal assembly. If done perfectly, the a� strut will align
the upper and lower wing during ﬁnal assembly.
Copyright© 2013 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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Bend the landing gear wire (3/32 Music wire) to shape on
the plan. Take your time and make the bends as accurate
as possible. Make a “temporary” jig and a�ach the LG wire
to the jig using the fuselage bo�om measurements. I use a
staple gun and a�ach the wire to my building board. With
this setup, I can wrap the wire pieces with copper wire,
and solder in place while keeping the exact measurements.

Now you should have the two center sections and 4 wing
panels complete – We are going to a�ach them together
ensuring we have the correct dihedral angles in the outer
wings. Before we glue them, I ﬁnd it easier to lightly sand
the leading edge to shape; shape the wingtips and sand the
front of the Aileron round to enable the hinges to work.
When the wings are glued together, then I just do a ﬁnal
sand to mold everything together and prep it for the ﬁnal
covering. Use the dihedral guides and a�ach the outer
panels to the center section of the lower wing – align the
plywood doublers with the spars to ensure you get the
right angles. Repeat with the upper wing.

Gather all of your parts together and prep for ﬁnal
ﬁnishing. Lightly sand the fuselage, wings, tail and wing
struts.

Glue the inner balsa and outer ply faring pieces (L1 – L5)
on the landing gear using the plans as placement reference.
Sand to shape.
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FINAL FINISH
As we are now ge�ing ready for ﬁnal ﬁnish, and you have
your tail, wings and fuselage sanded to shape, with a ﬁnal
sand of 600 grit sandpaper, you may want to add some
li�le details on the fuselage before ﬁnal ﬁnish or painting.
Since the fuselage is solid wood with no covering needed,
I will prime and paint the fuselage, adding some details
including a square of covering material on each side to
simulate the so� side covering of the real aircra�. With a
li�le stitching, it has a wonderful eﬀect, adds some scale
details and is quite “easy” to do. Looking at the reference
book, there are inspection covers, bolt areas and side
pieces. The rule is HAVE FUN with the details – I am not
one that will place 30,000 rivets on a plane, but adding a
few small li�le pieces of plastic and scrap wood make a
BIG diﬀerence. Try it – you can always remove the details
if you don’t like the way they look before ﬁnal painting.
There are absolutely incredible models on this forum that
should belong in museums – and you can build to that
level, yet this build is for a simpler “stand way oﬀ” scale
fun to ﬂy airplane. Here is my home made painting stand,
using the motor mount as a pivot point.
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Final cote on the fuselage – “Iron Gun Black” with 1
drop white to make an Iron gray fuselage. Paint is Ship
modeling Acrylic sprayed on. Has a great dark grey look to
it - Semi gloss - as shown in some of the scale pictures.

Servos Mounted in the lower wings with 12” extensions.
Mount them as you see ﬁt – I use mounting tape and
it seems to work while remaining very light – Cover
the exposed balsa with 2 cotes of Balsarite for Fabric
(or favorite balsa cover prep coating) – makes iron on
covering a breeze. Cover the wings and the tail – I used
Black CoverLite on everything but the top of the top wing
– which will be CoverLite dark green.
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The Tail section received a coat of Danish Oil streaked with
a VERY LIGHT coat of Colonial Maple stain. The same
should be applied to ALL struts BEFORE assembly. It has
that nice weathered older wood look without ge�ing too
dark or hiding the grain.

Trial ﬁt the tailbooms on the lower wing to ensure
PERFECT alignment and ensure everything is straight.

I recommend installing the motor controller, the receiver
and cleaning up the wiring in the fuselage before mounting
the upper and lower wings; this gives you full access,
and allows as much space as possible to reach all the
components. A�ach the ba�ery (without a prop on the
motor) and check for all servos working correctly, in the
right direction and with the smallest movement needed.
You can always increase the servo movement (with these
new computer radios) but keeping it small to begin with
will ensure you don’t over extend the tail surfaces or
ailerons the ﬁrst time you test them.

Once you are satisﬁed with the alignment, a�ach the tail
booms, struts and upper wing with a small amount of
epoxy. This thing has more struts than a fashion show – so
use 1 hour epoxy, get everything aligned STRAIGHT and
TRUE – The beauty of a pusher is that the struts THAT
SUPPORT THE TAIL LATTICE create a perfect alignment
in the upper and lower wings when a�ached, so if you
build the tail la�ice on the plans perfectly, the wings will
go together easily. Tape until dry. Support the wings to
ensure they do not droop during the time the glue dries.
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A�ach the upper and lower ply pieces for the tail and
ensure they align perfectly.
Before a�aching the elevator and horizontal stabilizer,
I hinged the two together (Tech tip: Use a black (or any
color) sharpie to color the hinge to the same color of your
paint ﬁnish. This way the “white” CA hinge will not be
easy to see). I also did the basic cables for the tail la�ice
BEFORE a�aching the elevator so I can reach into all the
areas as well as ensure everything stays straight.

Align the rudder brass tube and align the rudder. Glue
tube in place, ensuring that the rudder is free to move.
Bend the tail gear and epoxy the wire to the underside of
the lower plate – ensure alignment. I added a bass “cover”
to the wire – and two bass “supports” (for looks only) and
I soldered a working trailing link because the way I land
– I need as much help as I possibly can for strong landing
gear. Keep everything as light as possible.

I will use multiple thicknesses of rope for the rigging – and
here is a ship modelers tip: Use Beeswax and drag the
thread through the wax a few times, and it will take all
of the fuzz oﬀ the thread and it will keep it from sagging.
You can always use a very LIGHT amount of heat from a
hair dryer or low se�ing heat gun once the tail is rigged to
tighten the thread.
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With the tail la�ice rigged, a�ach the elevator. I used
Kevlar thread to support the upper ﬁn and the very wide
elevator. This added rigidity and support
.

Recall the scale rigging diagram from the plans and the
supporting documentation. The rudder used two pulleys
next to each rear strut holding the tail boom. The line
comes from the fuselage, through the pulleys and directly
to the rudder.

The Fixed rigging is complete (Ship lingo: Fixed rigging
is the supporting stuﬀ, normally tarred or black in color
because it does not move o�en) and oﬀ to the running
rigging for the rudder and elevator.
Rig design is two ﬂying wires to one landing wire Meaning two heavier wires to support the li�ing wing
(Used heavier black cord) and one wire to support the
wing on the ground, during negative "G" ﬂight (not
approved in the Fe2b) and during landings.

I used a hardwood “standoﬀ” a�ached about 3 mm above
the wing on the rear strut with a stainless steel ﬁsh hook
end. I use stainless because of a few reason, won’t rust
or pit, making it a smoother (IMO) place for the nylon or
Kevlar ﬁshing line. The “open” end of the loop is the other
side of where the thread is – so there is no chance of the
thread either coming out of the ﬁsh hook loop, and there is
nothing for the thread to bind on.
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The elevators proved to be a li�le challenging, but I think
I have a close to scale approach, following very closely
to Kay’s plans with four ﬁshhooks per side, two in the
underside of the top wing, right in the spar, one being
3mm longer than the other, and two in the strut right at the
training edge of the wing, through the same hole, one on
top, the other on the bo�om.
See the diagram in RED
This way the threads for the pull-pull are straight from the
elevator, to the hooks in the boom, down under the wing,
and right to the elevator control horn. Here are some shots,
the last being from the elevator control horn view – The
least amounts of angles, and the cleanest direction I could
make it. Remember to position the ﬁsh hook eye so the
thread will be on the opposite side of the eye that the gap.

The elevator is a li�le trickier, but not too diﬃcult to
achieve. I used plastic caps that you buy at the hardware
store to cover screws on furniture, drilled it out to the right
diameter, and used it as a pivot point on the fuselage side,
sort of a plastic bearing. Cut the elevator torque tube to
length and drill out a long servo arm. Drill a small hole in
the servo arm and a�ach to the elevator torque tube. For
the actual elevator arms, I used a servo arm, painted it
brown and placed a real wood veneer on the outside. IMO
it’s stronger than plywood, has some ﬂexibility and is exact
length. A�ach each arm on the torque tube with a small
screw, which will allow adjustment or each elevator as
needed. Rig the elevator through the ﬁsh eye hooks all the
way back to the controls.

For the controls – The rudder is a straight shot from the
servo arm, through the metal grommets through the ﬁsh
hook point at the base of the la�ice frame directly to the
rudder. Use the small pin hooks to adjust the tension on the
rudder.
Copyright© 2013 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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A�ach the landing gear with Kevlar or strong nylon
thread, and rig the landing gear with elastic cord. This will
have to be ﬂexible and strong. Build the wheels according
to plan, and use some more of the grommets as bearings
for the inside as well as the outside of the wheel.
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OK = Proof to all - got my wife and kids out to the ﬁeld this
morning with a few cameras - what a great ﬂying aircra�
- I will probably add some pitch to the prop - as this ﬂew
at 3/4 thro�le for the entire ﬂight - very stable, very clean
- NO trim needed - another perfect Kay design - I am
impressed

Here is the ba�ery in the nose of the fe2b - Electriﬂy BP
1500 11V lipo - Just about balances the model - could go
with a 2200 MAH and it would balance just right.

The fuselage is designed for the entire top to be removable
- very cool design by Kay - I used a coat hanger hook in the
back glued to the top tray with a foam covering to keep a
nice tight contact with the rear wing formers and two rare
earth magnets in the front - you can see them in the pink
foam nose. Strong and works like a charm.
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C������ F��������
Finish the details on the cockpit as you see ﬁt, Lewis gun,
Windscreen and other cockpit details.
B������
Balance the model according to plans.
FLYING
The model should ROG on grass, pavement or hard
surfaces. The model may require coordinated turns using
both ailerons and rudder control. This is due to adverse
yaw. Halving the aileron down throw may reduce the yaw.
This eﬀect can be accomplished by rotating the control arm
of the aileron servo forward about 20 degrees.
Let the model gain altitude slowly oﬀ the runway.
Applying too much up elevator at slow speeds risks a stall.
Make your turns gently as tight turns risk tip stalling in
any model. Don’t expect the elevator to make the model
climb. Think of the elevator as a device to change the
a�itude of the model. The wing and airspeed ultimately
make the model climb. O�en down elevator applied at
stalling can avoid a major crash. The most important
details for proper ﬂight operations are:
• CG location. Tail heavy models never ﬂy well or at
all.
• Down and right thrust
• Straight and non warped wings
CONTACT INFORMATION
Distributed by:
Bengtson Company
e-mail: sales@aerodromerc.com
Web Site: www.aerodromerc.com
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